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Polyparylene is a polymer with outstanding properties when compared to other synthetics.

Therefore, chemical vapor deposition of polyparylene is making inroads in several technical fields.

Even applications demanding tight requirements on coating quality, like gate dielectrics for the

semiconductor industry and semipermeable layers for drug eluting implants in medical science, are

coming within its purview. In this paper, the impact of film thickness and deposition rate of the

polyparylene CVD process on surface parameters like roughness and pinhole density is

investigated. Surface roughness and pinhole density were monitored by atomic force microscopy

(AFM) measurement. Furthermore, the influence of the pinhole density on tunneling current and

breakdown voltage of the deposited layers is also investigated. The results obtained are used to

establish an easy method to estimate the pinhole density by electrical measurement rather than the

AFM method, which is not only time consuming but also limited to small flat areas. To deposit

very thin layers below a thickness of 1 lm, conventional coating techniques for polyparylene have

been replaced by a completely new method that features a steep slew rate for the deposition rate.

The new coating method is superior to the well-known Gorham method with respect to

the temperature dependent deposition rate, which makes the coating of very thin layers impossible.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The established CVD process for parylene deposition

consists of three main steps using the setup in Fig. 1. First,

the dimeric precursor is converted from the solid state into

the gaseous phase. This is typically conducted at a reduced

pressure of a few pascals and at a temperature between 100

and 150 �C. Under these conditions the dimeric precursor is

sublimated. The furnace for sublimation is a steel barrel

powered by an electrically heated jacket. The di-parylene is

kept in a brass boat within the furnace. In the second step the

gaseous di-parylene is made to go through a pyrolysis pro-

cess of �700 �C, wherein it cracks into its two monomeric

constituents. The cracker unit consists of a steel tube, which

is �40 cm in length. It is heated electrically and is thermally

insulated from the ambient. The output of the cracker unit is

connected to the vacuum chamber via an electrically heated

allocator, which is maintained at a temperature of approxi-

mately 140 �C. At this temperature the deposition rate of par-

ylene is almost zero. In the third and last step the monomeric

parylene is guided into a vacuum chamber at room tempera-

ture, where the molecules react to form long polymeric

chains, which deposit themselves as homogeneous films.

Any part in the recipient will be coated with a homogeneous

film of polymeric parylene. The properties of the deposited

layers can be influenced by varying the process pressure, va-

porization temperature, and pyrolysis temperature. Further-

more, by doping the recipient atmosphere with different

process gases, the deposition rate and the film properties can

be modified. From literature it is known1 that the process

pressure is either controlled conventionally over the slow

thermal path of the vaporizer unit or by a heated valve

between cracker unit and vacuum chamber. To overcome

these known process limitations, we used the new approach

to control the vaporization rate over the faster and easier ad-

justable supporting gas pressure. On a molecular basis the

three described processes happen as shown in Fig. 2.2,3 The

above-described method is extensively described in litera-

ture, e.g., as the Gorham method.4,5 It must be noted that in

addition to the basic setup as shown in Fig. 1, there are sev-

eral supporting systems like vacuum gauges for pressure

measurement, rotary vane pumps for vacuum generation, a

cooling trap, and a gas inlet control system. All these sup-

porting systems are controlled by an industrial process con-

troller, which can be modified accordingly to meet the

requirements.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Film deposition

The Gorham method has limitations in depositing thin

layers below 1 lm. The main obstacle in producing thin

layers in this process is the thermal lag of the vaporizer unit,

which shows a retardation of �40 min until it stabilizes at

the target temperature. During this heat up phase the deposi-

tion rate will rise in an uncontrolled manner from zero to its

final value. To eliminate this unstable process step the recipi-

ent is kept under increased supporting gas pressure of 40 Pa

of argon gas, which inhibits the evaporation of di-parylene.

As the vaporizer reaches its target temperature, the support-

ing gas pressure is abruptly reduced to its target value, e.g.,

5 Pa, and the coating process begins immediately with a con-

stant deposition rate. We determined the deposition rate

DepR for various coating runs as shown in column 5 of

Table I. With the above-mentioned modification of the

Gorham method it is now possible to change the depositiona)Electronic mail: f.schamberger@hm.edu
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